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Abstract

This project serves to compare two of RIT SoFA’s most esteemed cameras and
determine a victor based on the needs of the average film student using each in
their highest quality settings based on standard cage availability. This shootout
will compare a significant array of image and visual tests from each setup.
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Introduction and Objectives

The objective of team RAW & ORDER, as comprised of Carly Cerquone, David
Villarreal, Matt Bernstein, and Jordan Westhoff, is to take a forefront look at
two major cinema cameras and their claims to produce cinema quality RAW
imaging data.
In recent light of Sony’s advances and claims to bring entirely raw 4K image
capture to the Sony NEX-FS700, it was decided by group opinion to compare
the images produced against a product by another digital cinema giant. In our
tests and data analysis, we will compare and quantify the concrete and visual
differences between the ARRI ARRIFLEX D-21 digital cinema datacam and the
Sony NEX-FS700. Both cameras claim to produce high fidelity raw information,
and in the spirit of the professional nature of this exercise, it will be our objective to test them at their highest resolutions and most intense quality settings.
As is common practice in both the motion picture industry and the sets of other
large scale camera shoot-outs, it will be our practice to test a wide range of features on each camera that all contribute to the creation of a professional and
excellent final image for exhibition. Of these tests, each camera will be scrutinized in its representation of sharpness, high fidelity color reproduction, MTF
quality, scene dynamic range, noise, and a variety of other factors. Each camera
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will be metered and tested under professionally configured sets that emulate
common and universal shooting scenarios on a motion picture set.
While the physical shoot is a major portion of production, the post-production
practices of both cameras will also be examined. Each camera claims to emulate a film post-production workflow; as a result it is the aim of the exercise to
research and create a similar workflow that takes advantage of each camera’s
RAW shooting style while maximizing performance, image quality, and ease of
reproduction.
Each camera boasts a collection of very similar features, but neither is a clone of
the other. The Sony NEX-FS700 also allows for the capture of high-speed imagery parallel to the needs of some producers to utilize high frame rate capture.
As a result, the NEX-FS700 will also be used to capture some samples of highspeed scenes while still operating at a cinema quality 2K RAW standard. The
results of this test will be analyzed independently, but were felt to be needed
in an effort to test every aspect of each imaging system and its relevance to the
modern cinema industry.
In the following pages, each aspect of pre-production, production, and postproduction will be covered in a detailed and concise manner by each member
of our shoot-out team. Introduction of capture technologies utilized: technical
specifications, marketing or product positioning and hypotheses of performance.
ARRI and Sony are both commonly regarded within the motion picture industry as two major imaging giants, both of which produce and market systems
that are highly regarded by their users to be premium imaging systems.
NOTE FROM THE TEAM: It is intrinsically important to bring to light
a re-focusing of the team’s efforts after a good deal of pre-production and logistical foray. Initially the shootout conducted by RAW & ORDER was meant
to purely test the RAW workflows of both of these cameras. It was found,
however, that this was simply not plausible from a cost perspective to the RIT
School of Film and Animation. Purchasing the FS700’s required 4K hardware
outright was exceedingly expensive; therefore, the rental avenue was pursued
by our team. The logistics of the shootout cause it to extend over 3 Friday
lab periods which would require three separate rental periods and this was also
deemed to be out of budget for the school. Luckily, a request was approved
for one rental period so that some comparison tests could be constructed to
test the full scopes of the Sony FS700. From here, it was deemed by the team
to conduct two separate tests and reshape the scope of our initial shootout goals.
Since the Arri D-21 and the FS700 are both available for checkout to student
filmmakers from the RIT SoFA cage, it was found to be advantageous to test
both systems at their highest ”stock” operating potential. This setup allows
the team to analyze both cameras in the setups that a student would encounter
them and analyze their performance with recommendation as to each’s pros and
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cons at the completion of the shootout.
In addition to the stock test setups, the FS700 will be tested against itself in
a separate round of tests, comparing its HD Video and 4K RAW images to
comprehend how they differ. This is also very valuable to student filmmakers
because it serves to produce a side by side comparison of imagery that will help
to decide if funding is warranted to step up to 4K image capture for something
of a thesis film nature, etc.
As is the case with most professional shootouts, testing will be objective and
unbiased, serving to educate filmmakers as to the pros and cons of each system while highlighting scenarios where each camera excels. This shootout is no
different and is purely being conducted for educational purpose. Neither Sony
nor Arri were directly involved in any point of the production which guarantees
that any and all corporate influence has been eliminated. The paramount goal
of this document is the pursuit of providing RIT student filmmakers with a
peek into each system operating at a professional level so as to better educate
them with information that would not be available to them outside of corporate
advertising. All studios used were on-site at SoFA’s studios and shooting areas
so as to also provide students with real world images common to scenarios that
would be common to shoot with at RIT.
In addition to educating the student body, the findings of the secondary HD
vs 4K test will be presented to SoFA’s cage staff so as to provide objective information to assist in guiding future budget proposals and planned hardware
upgrades. This shootout test is the first time 4K RAW was shot for a shootout
scenario at RIT and the information will server to educate the cage staff and
management faculty as to the benefits, pitfalls and workflow complications of
elevating some imaging gear to a standardized, cinema, 4K workflow.
With this information brought to light, a concise yet comprehensive look at each
camera system is exhibited below:

2.1

ARRI ARRIFLEX D-21

ARRI was originally founded in Munich, Germany, in 1917 under the name
Arnold and Richter Cine Technik. While the companys first camera was released in 1924 to shoot 35mm film, ARRI quickly expanded to include 16mm
systems, lighting arrays, and eventually, digital systems. In 2008, ARRI Group
released the ARRIFLEX D-21. This system was a refresh to the original ARRIFLEX D-20, which was noted to have some flaws. This update three years
later brought the D-21 to the industry spotlight as it also offered optimized sensor timing and better integrated image processing. ARRI has recently released
more modern additions to their digital cinema line, but the D-21 will hold to be
the ARRI candidate tested in this shoot-out for a variety of budget, logistical,
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and access restrictions.

Arri’s ARRIFLEX D-21
The ARRIFLEX D-21 presents a lot of commonly seen digital camera specifications seen in the market today, yet also possesses additional features that make
it an interesting device. Foremost, the D-21 houses a standard Super 35mm
style CMOS sensor sized to a native aspect ratio of 4:3. At this aspect ratio,
the D-21 can capture images at an active resolution of 2880 x 2160 pixels, conforming to the native aspect ratio of the sensor. Cropping the sensor allows for
the capture of standard 16:9 ratio images as well, utilizing an active resolution
of 2880 x 1620 pixels. While the D-21 is also capable of a wide range of other aspect ratios, the common industry practice is to employ anamorphic lens setups
to accomplish these. The standardized PL lens mount allows for a plethora of
lenses to be used, most commonly Zeiss primes or other anamorphic lenses to
make the most of the 4:3 sensor from an imaging point of view. Analysis of the
physical dimension of the sensor yields that the active imaging area measures
23.76mm x 17.82mm.
Additionally, the ARRIFLEX D-21 relies on technology from its film stock relatives, employing the use of a rotating, mechanical shutter array. This type of
shutter array is highly desired among cinema professionals for the appearance
of film look it gives to images being captured while reducing the rolling shutter
artifact problems exhibited by systems using electronic shutters. Attached to
this traditional construction model, the D-21 also features a fully optical eyepiece for image monitoring while shooting. Optical eyepieces are highly sought
after in cinema applications because they do not limit the viewing ability of
the Director of Photography (or other crew member) to the resolution of an
electronic viewfinder. Since the resolving power of the eye is significantly higher
than that of the available resolutions in market available EVFs, this affords a
greater level of detail to be seen, including critical focus, by the camera crew
on set.
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Optical Viewfinder of the D-21
The D-21 also offers an incredible variety of recording formats to be used for
post production. While this holds true, in order to hold true to the objective of
this shootout, only the highest quality format will be utilized as a stream from
the camera. Due to the time period in which the D-21 was released, HD-SDI
could only handle 1.5 Gbps signal bandwidth. For this test, ARRI’s ARRIRAW format will be used for recording. This particular specification produces
a sequence of images encoded to DPX standards. This ensures that data is
captured both uncompressed and unprocessed, taking advantage of 12-bit raw
Bayer sensor data. As a result, a dual-link HD-SDI connection is required to
record information from the D-21 in its rawest form. Each signal traveling to
the recorder will carry 1920 x 720 pixels of information to be combined and
recorded by the recorder unit itself.
For this test, we will utilize RIT’s S.two DFR2K unit on hand, which can handle both ARRIRAW and ARRI M-Scope data formats. It is vital to note that
the RAW format coming from the D-21 will have no color grading beyond a
baked in white balance or gamma correction employed, and the image generated will not be immediately usable. Therefore, extensive post-production will
be required, but discussed later. The D-21 is capable of HD video resolutions
as well, but these will not be used since they are not relevant to a fully cinema
based production workflow at RIT.
The ARRIFLEX D-21 was fairly popular for use in cinema application, having been shot for films like Cedar Rapids (2011), Killers (2010), RockNRolla
(2008), The Bank Job (2008), and portions of 007: Quantum of Solace (2008).
It is important to note that the successor to the D-21, the ARRI ALEXA, was
released in 2010 and had gained significant acclaim amongst directors by the
end of 2011. Since the beginning of 2011, sixty-six films have been shot on the
ARRI ALEXA. It is valuable to note some of the attached marketing claims
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that were made of the D-21. Of these, the most popular was that the D-21
was built to reproduce a film-like, organic look that included film-like motion
portrayal with natural color reproduction and 35 format depth of field.

2.2

SONY NEX-FS700

In the opposing camp sits the Sony NEX-FS700, which is a relatively new entry
into the motion picture ecosystem. Sony manufactures a wide variety of cameras
designated to collide with cinema head on; however, the NEX-FS700 sits somewhat lower on the food chain compared to high ticket systems like the CineAlta
F65, and the PMW-F3 and PMW-F55. While these systems are certainly of a
higher caliber, the Sony NEX-FS700 has recently been gifted with an upgrade
that aims to bring it to cinema glory as well.
The NEX-FS700, after current firmware upgrade, is now currently able to provide and output 4K RAW data streams for proper recording. This is notable
because the NEX-FS700 was engineered to natively record in 4K resolution,
but was chosen to be limited by software for paid upgrade early in its life cycle.
This signal can be output by the NEX-FS700 over a much newer BNC type
cable, taking advantage of the increased bandwidth of the 3G HD-SDI serial
connection. A very critical distinction must be made here in order to clear up
the manner in which the NEX-FS700 records information.
The camera can record any of its supported HD video formats onboard to SD
flash cards, but any RAW footage must be sent to an external recorder via the
aforementioned 3G HD-SDI connection. This presents a very complicated issue
since only a handful of 4K RAW recorders exist. Of these, one is a full stream
setup made by Sony, one by Convergent Design, and one by AJA Video Systems. The AJA system is inexpensive but immediately disqualified since it can
record 4K RAW, but all incoming data is transcoded to a ProRes format, which
still exhibits both spatial compression and chroma subsampling. This leaves
two specific recorders, only one of which supports Sony NEX-FS700 RAW DPX
capture. That being said, the Convergent Odyssey7Q is a viable option for 2K
RAW only, which does not support the high quality cinema objectives of this
shoot-out.
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Sony NEX FS700
In the interest of preserving an entirely Sony workflow to uphold production
standards, it was decided to pursue using only Sony manufactured recording
gear. This would be the desired setup in a large scale cinema production, and
as a result, will be pursued in this shoot-out as well. This unit serves as a combination of two derivative devices, the Sony HXR-IFR5 and the Sony AXS-R5,
each of which serves an individual purpose. The HXR-IFR5 is an adapter interface of sorts, bridging the connection between the RAW output of the camera
and recording system. The AXS-R5 is the dedicated recording device and sits
parallel to the interface unit, powered by a proprietary BP-FL75 Sony battery.
This hardware combination allows for the capture of both RAW and High Frame
Rate formats, both in 4K and 2K, at a bit depth of 12 bits.
At a 2K resolution, the NEX-FS700 can still operate at up to 240 frames per
second for short durations, as dictated by the maximum data throughput of the
recording device. The NEX-FS700 holds incredible ability to shoot higher than
240 frames per second, but at greatly reduced resolution and with integrated
HD video encoding. In our tests, the Sony FS700 will be tested to the breadth
of its limits, being pushed to 960 frames per second at full HD resolution. This
test will stand on its own, compared to none other, and analyzed to determine
its subjective quality by a panel of viewers. Common problems that plague the
HFR crowd are flicker, chromatic aberration and rolling shutter - all three will
be inspected and commented on.
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FS700 with Attached Interface and 4K Recorder
Much like the ARRI ARRIFLEX D-21, the Sony NEX-FS700 employs the imaging power of a Super 35mm Exmor CMOS sensor in order to capture light and
generate images. The sensor measures a hefty 23.6mm x 13.3mm, which is noticeably smaller than the ARRIFLEX D-21s in the vertical dimension. Upon
inspection, this is immediately apparent to be a function of the intrinsic aspect
ratio that the sensor is built to record at. The vast majority of modern cameras are built to capture at a 16:9 aspect ratio, and the Sony NEX-FS700 is
no exception. Also, unlike the D-21, the NEX-FS700 houses a standardized EF
lens mount rather than the industry standard PL or B4 Bayonet lenses. While
this does not mean that the camera is incapable of being fitted with adapters,
it helps point to the intentions of Sony when the camera was released; EF lens
mounts are most commonly used for Canon DSLR glass, among other lines.

Sony FS700 with Attached Electronic Viewfinder
In line with the optical path of the system is the viewfinder setup of the NEXFS700, which does not take advantage of having an optical viewfinder onboard.
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While this presents a very significant hit in viewable resolution to the eye of
the DP, it also presents a series of unique advantages that might be found to be
worthwhile in specific shooting environments. Since the viewfinder is external
and electric, it can be placed anywhere on the rig where a power connection
and a BNC cable can be run. This means that complex and compact setups can
still be setup with agreeable ergonomics to the shooting crew, where a reduction
in viewable resolution would not be critical. Additionally, an EVF (electronic
viewfinder) can come in a variety of sizes, allowing for it to be viewable by the
DP and first AC alike, increasing productivity for both roles in one installation.
This is commonly seen in compact setups like car chases, complex dolly moves,
and special effects shots that require the camera to be installed and moved
through tight spaces.
Much like the D-21, the NEX-FS700 also possesses the capability to record in
a wide variety of standardized HD video formats. Due to the difficulty and expense of acquiring a full 4K setup for the entirety of the shootout, the original
goals of the shootout team were modified to reflect another common scenario
encountered to students at RIT as explained above.
The NEX-FS700, being rather new to the cinema ecosystem, has been extensively used, but not yet for any major cinema productions. There is a strong
possibility that this is due to the newfangled release timing of the NEX-FS700s
newfound ability to capture RAW. Although the system has not been used on
major motion pictures, it is fairly popular amongst a wide variety of independents. The general consensus on the NEX-FS700 is that it serves to be a worthwhile camera for its high speed applications, but cumbersome for 4K in the field.

2.3

Additional Hardware

In addition to the cameras, there was a significant portion of additional hardware
drawn upon for the duration of the shootout. The vast majority of the hardware
was provided by the SoFA cage and has little relevance to the physical analysis
of the scene but there is a single piece of hardware worth mentioning given that
a large majority of the tests require information from it.
2.3.1

Sekonic L-758 Light Meter

The Sekonic L-758 is a combination incident and spot might meter used professionally on film sets. The RIT SoFA cage has several lower grade Sekonic meters
for checkout but the meter primarily used for this shootout was used courtesy of
David Long. This meter allowed the shootout teams to monitor light on set in
a variety of metrics. In addition to a variety of metrics, delta luminance values
can also be read. A valuable feature of the Sekonic is that it allows techs to
monitor light in either incident mode or spot mode.
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Sekonic L-758 DR Lightmeter
In short, incident mode on the light meter allows for the quantity of light falling
onto a scene to be measured. Holding the light meter in front of the talents
face, or an object on a table allows the meter to capture the amount of light
falling onto that particular region of the scene. Within this mode, there are two
variations of incidence that can be monitored, one with the sensor head recessed
so as to monitor light falling onto a single tiny region of a flat surface and one
with the sensor head fully exposed allowing 180 degrees of spherical sensing.
This second configuration allows for all light falling onto a specific region to be
monitored from all forward and side facing illuminants.
Additionally, spot mode allows the amount of light reflecting from a specific
portion of the set to be monitored. This was most frequently used in the Dynamic Range test, allowing for the values of intensity of light falling on the scene
to be measured. Once the normal of the scene is determined and monitored.
then the delta function of the light meter can be used to find how far into the
shadows and highlights a scene deviates by.
All of the information about metered exposure was recorded using this particular meter.

3
3.1

On Set
Major Testing

On set, there were initially eight individual imaging tests - each conducted with
both cameras shooting from the same positions. Given that our team elected
to shoot two rounds of tests (D21vs FS700 HD and FS700 HD vs FS700 RAW)
there is a distinction to be made. All of the content in this section will be solely
reference to the comparison shooting of the D21 vs FS700 HD. The rest of the
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class also tested each of their imaging systems with all of the tests that comprise
Major Testing - this makes up the most significant portion of the shootout days
and will generate the most sizable portion of the information presented here in
this document.
Major Testing employed the use of eight individual tests to analyze each cameras
strengths and weaknesses.
• Scene Dynamic Range
• Scene Noise
• Ease of Compositing
• Chroma Key and Skin Tones
• ISO 12233 Chart - Aliasing and MTF
• OECF for Dynamic Range
• MacBeth Chart for Color Reproduction
• Kodak Grey Card for Noise Analysis
• Lineup + Pan for Skin Tone Reproduction
3.1.1

Scene 1 - Dynamic Range

The execution of the first scene, Dynamic Range, was the brainchild of a fellow
team in the shootout. Through careful placement of Studio A ’wild walls’, it
was possible to devise a setup to efficiently and accurately generate a scene,
that while properly lit, propagated a significant dynamic range. In this case,
it was possible to achieve well over 12 stops of exposure latitude in the scene,
with highlights reading values in excess of +9 stops over normal and shadows
that extend up to -6.1 stops below normal. The shot starts centered and follows
one of two subjects as they move through the scene to demonstrate the change
in lighting on skin tones while still exhibiting static lighting patterns onto a
variety of different objects. These objects exemplify specific memory colors, differences in surface finishes (some lambertian, some specular) and materials, as
well as targets exhibiting high frequency patterns. A second actor is staged in
the shadow region to exhibit each cameras ability to reach into the dark record
and reproduce usable images on both ends of the spectrum.
Each camera for this setup was shot using a Zeiss CP2 35mm lens at an f-stop
of 5.6. It is important to note this deviation from the other teams’ configurations seeing as they shot a f/5.6 at ISO 400 and the D21/FS700 were shot
using relative ISO 200. This is not of issue since the dynamic range of the cameras is only being compared between cameras and not the entire fleet of cameras.
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Due to the full frame nature of the camera and the lens selection made, no pan
was required for this shot. This makes analysis simple given that all of the scene
information is available in each shot to be gathered and analyzed. Analysis will
be presented in a later portion of the document in order to keep findings concise
and well organized.

Spot Read Diagram of the Dynamic Range Scene (House Lights ON)
Initially, it was believed that this scene would demonstrate the most difficulty
in lighting but due to the unique set up of the scene by implementation of the
wild wall (scene in the figure above), it was no issue. In fact, the dynamic range
achieved far surpassed the goal dynamic range and had to be scaled back. After
spot readings were taken by members of the shootout crew, cameras were allowed
to roll and captured three iterations of the scene to ensure that movement was
properly timed and ample information was recorded. Since this was the first shot
run with the Arri D-21 and its complicated recording setup, multiple iterations
were necessary to ensure data storage sync and safe recording practices were in
place and verified to be functional.
In the first couple seconds of the scene, a grey card, however small, is presented
in order to present the team colorist with a properly exposed tone target for
simplified grading with a promise to improved color accuracy. In addition to
this, a properly exposed MacBeth color chart is also present in case it is required
in the color grading process. In this case, the grey card is all that is required to
ensure both scenes are exposed correctly and readings from the spot meter are
accurate.
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3.1.2

Scene 2 - Scene Noise

This scene was built with gauging and testing system noise in mind. This is
best done by creating a scene with diverse exposure zones with memory colors
and objects hat are visually stimulating to the viewer. The core of this scene is
also a properly exposed grey card. Following a take at normal exposure, a take
is required to be captured at two stops below normal exposure and two stops
above. Shots at these two alternative exposures allow for a visual side by side
comparison to be made my observers in the correct surroundings to observe the
differences in noise generated by either camera.

Basic Setup for Testing System Noise
In addition to conducting subjective tests, computational noise analysis can also
be performed on the grey card in the scene to determine and extract physical
noise values. This is possible, and although an entire following scene is devoted
to a noise analysis, this scenario allows for an aesthetic look to be taken at the
scene by an observer since noise in a scene is often times as much a subjective
decision as an objective one. While excessive noise in a scene is often undesirable from an aesthetic perspective, there are some scenarios in which it might
be wanted by the cinematographer. This particular shot was also conceived by
a fellow team, the theme was chosen to align with their western theme, which
explains a good deal of the peculiar set design, all of which still do an acceptable
job of capturing the analytical nature of the scene.
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Basic Setup for Testing System Noise

Side by Side Video Comparisons for Noise Analysis
While the side by side image here is purely a still, analysis will be run with three
images side by side to gauge the differences in overall image fidelity as noise is
introduced into the image via changes in exposure.

3.1.3

Scene 3 - Ease of Compositing

This scene, the brainchild of team RAW & ORDER serves to test the abilities
of each camera to generate images that are both simple and high fidelity for
a special effects chroma key compositor. As a result, this scene was shot with
several objects that were determined to prove to be of particular difficulty for
compositing - employing soft edge, high frequency edges and a host of other
physical characteristics that have represented problems plaguing compositors
for years.
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Example Compositing Scene with Problem Items

Lighting Setup for Compositing Scene
Four major items are present here and represent the largest hurdles for clean
compositing. First, the pink poodle dog presents soft edges. These cause a lack
of sharp contrast between the green chroma screen and the white/pink fur of the
stuffed animal. This soft gradient is difficult for compositors because it makes
it difficult for compositing systems like AfterEffects and Nuke to automatically
detect edges, causing a manual rotoscope operation to be required for each shot.
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Soft Border Between Hair and Green Screen
Next, two combs are present, one on the table and one directly in front of
the blowing streamers. Both of these represent high frequency patterns which
cause aliasing effects when captured by camera systems. Much like the soft
gradient of the poodle, the comb causes confusion with keying as a result of the
constantly oscillating frequency. Sub sampling and pixel cropping cause even
greater problems, especially if an image isn’t perfectly in focus.

High Frequency Patterns Present Problems for Compositors
Here aliasing is seen in the upper comb meanwhile only a small amount of image
blurring is seen in the lower comb. This is a direct result of the frequency of
both of these patters - it will be significantly easier for a compositor to composite lower frequency patterns like the lower comb. It was the goal of the shot to
provide items that would be manageable to produce a key for and other objects
that would be virtually impossible to composite well. It will be truly impressive
if either camera system manages to provide footage that makes for a successful
composite in ultra high frequency areas.
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All of the items so far have been placed in static locations, but a good deal of
compositing takes place in scenes that involve significant action and frenzied
movement. As a result, it was deemed advantageous to install an item that
would consistently be in motion, as well as exhibiting both of the previous factors. A tiger pride tassled pom-pom was chosen since it can easily be animated
via external blowing fan. The tassles all move independently in the breeze and
change speed and direction quite frequently. This will also make for a difficult
key, especially where the are blocked in part by the high frequency comb.

High Frequency Patterns Combined With Movement
Last but not least, a final item was incorporated into the scene. This item,
the newly named ’MTF Duckie’ is truly a freak of nature. This particular
item sports wild colors and a fairly ambitious mohawk. It was postulated that
this mohawk could also lead to compositing problems based on the mid-range
frequency of the mohawk when composited onto a scene. This will be the true
test for each camera as it should pose little comparative difficulty when analyzed
against the other compositing items. If a system is not able to generate footage
that generates what is considered to be an acceptable key on this portion of the
key - it can be concluded that it truly is a poor camera for use in special effects
environments.

Motion Picture Science’s New Animal Kingdom Hybrid, MTF Duck
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Each camera will shoot this scene under the same conditions and be given to
the team compositor for compositing. In order to replicate motion picture environments where compositing is often outsourced and paid for by hour, a balance
of efficiency and production quality will be applied. On the ground of the complexity of the effect, our compositor received the footage and was given one
half hour per shot to achieve the best composite she felt possible. Although
each member of the team has considerable compositing experience, team member Carly Cerquone was chosen to conduct the composite and remark on her
findings given her exceptional history and impressive level of familiarity with
industry standard compositing procedures. With previous experience on a number of student films and most recently, her own fiction and her assistance with
Dreamwork’s Need For Speed, it was deemed that her feedback would be the
most objective and would contain the most helpful information regarding the
challenges and overall success of each shot composite. Her remarks will be included with the results later in the Analysis portion of the document.

3.1.4

Chroma Key and Skin Tones

Much like the previous scene, the setup will take in place in front of Studio
A’s production sized cyc green screen. Instead of testing each systems ability to
capture and preserve details in footage in pursuit of a successful chroma key, this
test will test each camera’s ability to reproduce skin tones on a saturated green
environment while still rendering skin tones to an acceptable hue. In an effort to
represent common skin tones that are present in motion picture films, peers of
students were asked to stand in for the scene who fit specific nationalities. Since
different skin types are comprised of different balances of biological chemicals,
each responds differently to studio illuminants, which makes for difficulties in
capturing and exhibiting footage with color accurate values. Four individuals
were chosen and placed in a standard chroma key environment, much like the
previous scene.

Skin Tone Variety Against Chrome Screen
The great contrast in skin tone will exhibit varying levels of spill from the chroma
screen onto each actors skin. In addition to this, it will test the cameras ability
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to continue to render accurate skin tones, even against a grossly saturated background. If a successful key can be pulled from the scene and skin tones aren’t
significantly impacted in a negative manner, at the discretion of our compositor,
the camera will be considered to uphold proficient skin tone reproduction.
Much like the previous setup, a time frame of thirty minutes was decided to be
a reliable timeframe to test the ease of each scene to efficiently and completely
composite. Below is an annotated diagram of the same scene, this time with
plus and minus spot readings as captured by a light meter.

Skin Tone Variety Against Chrome Screen
The scene was lit fairly uniformly, not necessarily in the sense of a perfectly
uniform exposure like with chart scenes, but rather, there is a very minimal
dynamic range within the scene. This makes for ease in separating the subjects from the chroma screen which will allow for stable and consistent gradings
between camera systems.
3.1.5

Scene 5 - ISO 12233 Chart - Aliasing and MTF

Unlike the previous scenes that emulate everyday scenarios, there is also a small
collection of industry standard scenes to be imaged that provide cinematographers and image technicians alike with invaluable data about the capabilities
of each camera. Due to the intense engineering that is incorporated into each
device, equally rigorous imaging tests are available in order to measure and
quantify the finer points of each camera. The first of these is an image test designed to test the visible aliasing and MTF reproduction abilities of a camera.
This is done by imaging a standardized chart known as the ISO 12233 chart.
This chart incorporates a wide breadth of information all on one chart, each
serving a separate and unique purpose.
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Stock ISO 12233 Chart
While there is a significant amount of information present on the chart, there
are three main portions of the chart that require the most narrow scope of focus
for the camera shootout. Zone 1 (labeled 1.) correlates to a vertical MTF slant
edge test. Zone 2 (labeled 2.) represents the test pattern for MTF via horizontal slant edge analysis. Finally, the third zone, Zone 3 (labeled 3.) represents
a grouping of delta frequency patterns that progresses from a spectrum of low
frequencies to progressively higher frequencies.
MTF, or Modulation Transfer Function, as it is defined in the motion picture
industry, is a methodology to analyze the ability of a system to capture frequency information within a scene. This is an important dynamic to analyze
since it makes up a significant portion of the rendered scene quality within a
motion picture system. MTF is the spatial frequency response of an imaging
system or the functional delta between a standardized frequency and a lower or
higher frequency from the nyquist.
Since higher frequencies correspond to finer details being rendered in an image,
it stands to reason that systems with better MTF response will also provide
higher fidelity images with respect to the higher frequency regions of an image.
MTF can be calculated via a series of rather straightforward calculations. It is
vital to note that each independent physical component of an imaging system
possesses its own independent MTF. In order to calculate the MTF of an entire
system, the MTF of each component can be calculated and added to a multiplicative sum.
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In this case, the value for E represents the Relative Luminance of a basic sinusoidal wave. As a result of this, modulation can be derived to be the divisor
result of the sinusoids amplitude divided by it’s average E value.

Initial MTF testing of film systems employed the practice of shooting and analyzing a sinusoidal test patter since this allows for the input receipt of a linear
signal and the output of a linear signal as well. Since the entrance into the digital
age, the practice has been modified to take advantage of Fourier mathematics
which yields the same results as film system approach to the MTF calculation.
Below, the effects of MTF curve differences can be witnessed as well as their
implications to the frequency image quality of the test image.
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Spatial Frequency Differences via MTF Curve Changes and their Effect to
Image Quality

Each Slope Curve Applies to a Specific King Image Above (A, B and C)
In addition to MTF analysis, the ISO 12233 chart also provides valuable aliasing
information. Aliasing is commonly referred to as the breakdown of fine detail
captured by an imaging system. When high frequencies (commonly measured
in lines / mm) are present in an image, the system will eventually fail as the
frequency increases, leading to moire or striping, both aliasing image artifacts.
These are visually apparent to an observer and the test serves as a subject way
to inform imaging staff of the threshold at which aliasing becomes apparent in
an image. This is scene in Zone 3 of the ISO chart, each set of frequencies is
labeled so as to provide an easy and clear method to denote results.
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Aliasing Frequency Test Portion of the ISO 12233 Chart
Although it is likely the full resolution of the image will not be correctly reproduced in documentation, the observer would be responsible to investigate the
chart and determine the frequency at which ’moire’ begins to introduce itself or
the bands begin to blend together.

3.1.6

Scene 6 - OECF for Quantitative Dynamic Range Analysis

OECF refers to the Opto-Electric Conversion Function which is the process by
which a camera senses luminance input from a scene and how it displays that
input. At the core, the OECF of a camera is the quantized relationship by which
the camera makes a relationship between the input of the camera stemming from
its optical view of the scene and the resulting digital output representation of
the scene after onboard capture and processing, if any.
Properly exposing an OECF chart (seen below) allows for a cameras dynamic
range to be systematically and accurately summed. The chart must be captured in a dark surround environment in an effort to completely reduce and
bypass external scene illuminants, flares, color or tone shift and other factors.
After the chart has been turned on and has sat for a significant period of time
to ensure constant illuminant intensity, the chart can be imaged by each camera.
In order to do this, each camera is placed an appropriate distance from the chart
so that the aspect ratio markers match the frame of the image on the cameras
viewfinder. It is important that the camera is level and on axis with the display
so that exposure across the chart from the display’s controlled backlight illuminant is constant across the entire chart as imaged by the camera.
Prior to the experiment, the brightness of the chart was measured and recorded
thanks to the Teachers Assistant of our class. This information was recorded
because it will be necessary to calculate the dynamic range of each camera later
on. This information is recorded in candelas per meter squared to be pitted
against the code value response of each camera.
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OECF Chart With Annotated Measured Exposure Values in Nits
For the testing of the OECF chart, it was only necessary to use the patches
arranged in a cyclical position, the outer ring, if you will. Although there is
additional patch information within and outside the circle of patches, this was
not required for the testing in this series of the shootout.
Each camera shot incorporated bracketed exposure for the test in pursuit of
acquiring information regarding the overall response at a variety of stops of
exposure. This ensured that a full range of values, from crush to clip, were
present when the data was analyzed after shooting. Comparing the responses of
each camera at their normal, overexposed and underexposed state allows for a
statistical overlap to be found and compared in a computational programming
environment like Matlab.
After computational analysis, the information gathered by each camera can be
analyzed and plotted to give a visual representation of each’s cameras ability
to record dynamic range. In addition to this, the characteristics of each plotted
slope makes for a very telling analysis on how each sensor does in tone rendering
fidelity.

3.1.7

Scene 7 - MacBeth Chart for Color Reproduction

One of the most significant image attributes in motion picture cinema is color
and the myriad of ways it can be reproduced between various imaging and
display systems. The MacBeth Color Checker chart is a standardized grid of
society implemented color patches that emulate a variety of colors and tones.
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Of these, six are standard color reproduction tones: Red, Green, Blue, Cyan,
Magenta, and Yellow. Additionally, some ’problem colors’ are included as well,
these emulate some odd blends of the primaries and help point to colors that
are habitually mis-rendered on various systems.

Standardized MacBeth Color Checker Chart
These patches are included in the top right of the chart - containing an ’off’
turquoise/cyan as well as a blend of green and yellow, orange and violet. The
top left of the chart contains three patches incorporated in order to emulate
common skin tones. Finally, the entire bottom row of the chart is a tone scale
progressing from pure white to solid black.
Each camera shot the MacBeth chart under the exact same scene characteristics
and illuminants, with the chart fully illuminated to a consistent exposure. The
renderings of each camera will be included in the analysis section of the paper,
with frame by frame comparisons between each cameras rendering.

3.1.8

Scene 8 - Kodak Grey Card for Noise Analysis

Another intensely valuable characteristic of a camera is the noise pattern that
it renders while under a variety of exposures. While grain is common in film
systems, noise is the digital equivalent of this common artifact. As digital
sensors produce a signal, some of that signal is artifacts that are incorrectly
rendered by the sensor that is included in the final output. This generates digital
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artifacts that fluctuate between R,G and B values that appear - typically in the
dark records of the generated image. There are a wide variety of different forms
of noise, each that impacts the overall image fidelity of a rendered image in a
varying degree of severity.
• Shot Noise
• Read Noise
• Thermal Noise
• Pixel Non-Uniformity Response
In order to test for these noise patterns and determine their discrete mathematical values, a Kodak Cinematographers grey card will be imaged at a variety of
exposures. Values for noise can be extracted from the black, white and most
importantly, the large expanse of the grey card populated with what Kodak
claims to be an %18 grey lambertian surface.

Kodak Cinematographers %18 Grey Card
As the exposure on the card is changed, the noise will either decrease or increase. As exposure is lessened by stopping up the lens, the camera will begin
to incorporate gain to try and read and render information in areas of the image
that are darker than the normal. This will introduce an increase in noise.
Typically, as exposure is increased and the lens is stopped down, noise in all
tests will be limited since more light is available to the camera and less information in the scene is less exposed than the normal. This will lead to a lessening
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of total noise.
Typically, digital systems perform a bit better in shadow regions of a scene when
compared to film tests even with their introduction of noise in regions of low
code value. It is important when testing for noise that the greycard be tediously
lit to consistent exposure on each portion of the surface since noise in digital
systems is often a function of the level of exposure.

3.1.9

Scene 9 - Lineup - Skin Tone Reproduction

This scene was arguable one of the most interesting, serving as the brainchild of
team RAW & Order to test a variety of skin tones while serving as a unique shot
by which to compare them. This particular scene emulates a criminal lineup
such as one would see in the popular television criminal justice show, Law &
Order.

Generic Criminal Lineup
Since one of the major features of cinema cameras is their reproduction of color
- it is vital that of all colors they represent skin tones are not poorly reproduced.
Much like the previous skin tone test, each individual will be captured separate
from the others regardless of the elegant dolly shot that is incorporated into the
scene. Along with the skin tones in the scene a couple memory colors as well
as a MacBeth chart were also inserted to ensure that a reasonable color balance
was achieved. Both shots were graded with intention that they should be able
to be intercut with little noticeable difference. Once this grading was achieved,
the color reproduction of both skin tones and the included memory colors was
investigated.
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Our inclusion of the lineup as our method to test skin tones is purely aesthetic
- chosen to give some weight to the Law % Order theme our team elected to
prescribe to.

3.2

Additional Testing

Given that we were also able to acquire the equipment necessary to record 4K
RAW from the FS700, our team took an additional evening of testing aside from
the other shootout teams. Due to budget and logistical circumstances, it was
only possible to shoot on a single day, late in the evening. As a result of this,
we chose to conduct an entirely separate round of tests that aims to declare the
advantages and disadvantages of shooting in 4K RAW. We conducted similar
tests as in the Major Testing unit but utilized the FS700’s synchronous recording
to ensure that all data tested for these comparisons was concretely synchronous.
Given the time restraint of our operation, we were not able to reproduce all
tests but instead focused on the major aspects that would be most important
to a filmmaker taking an express look at each system.
• Noise
• System MTF and Aliasing
• Color Reproduction
Each of these will be analyzes just deeply as the Major Test units due to the impending change of standards that are quickly approaching to the cinema world.
4K is a swiftly approaching change and many students are left with questioning
if it’s worth the upgrade or temporary rental to shoot films on. This section of
analysis to come will serve to address the plausibility and image implications
of using 4K in an unbiased light so as to provide an educated conclusion for
student and independent filmmakers.
Since each of these tests were conducted in the same manner, under the same
conditions as the major tests, the fine detail of each will be spared in order to
reduce repetition from this document. Their analysis, will be included within
the relevant section in which their Major Testing counterpart is nested.

4

Post-Production Workflows

ARRI provides a proprietary RAW codec, dubbed ARRIRAW, that delivers 12bit logarithmic uncompressed data. While operating with the D-21s Data Mode
signal output, the cameras sensor can produce 2880 x 2160 (4:3) or 2880 x 1620
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(16:9) active pixel resolution depending on the aspect ratio used. Our group
will be utilizing the 16:9 aspect ratio, which is the standard mode for shoots
with spherical lenses. The 4:3 aspect ratio is commonly used for anamorphic
shoots and visual effects shots, which require the extra frame height, but since
the Zeiss Compact Prime CP.2 lenses are not anamorphic, the latter option is
not possible.
The D-21 is incapable of onboard recording with ARRIRAW, which means a
separate recorder must be employed. Fortunately, ARRI has developed ARRIRAW T-Link (Transport Link) a transmission protocol that utilizes a standard
uncompressed dual link HD-SDI connection stream, as defined in SMPTE 372M,
to record raw Bayer data. Each signal traveling to the recorder carries 1920 x
720 pixels of information to be combined and recorded by the recorder unit itself. While any recorder that is capable of recording a SMPTE 372M compliant
RGBA signal and playing it back without compression or further encoding can
record this signal, ARRI introduced the ARRIRAW T-Link certification program to ensure a minimum level of on-set practicability.
The S.two DFR2K portable digital film recorder, which our group will be using,
is one of these certified devices. It houses D.Mag cartridges, which contain a
RAID 0 high-speed 2.5 hard drive array with a capacity of approximately 900
GB. Data recorders can receive the T-Link certificate if they can record the
ARRIRAW T-Link stream, can show a live preview while recording, and can
play back the ARRIRAW images. In fact, the DFR2K was the industrys first
recorder to be ARRIRAW T-Link certified. It receives the raw 2.8K resolution data signal and provides real-time de-Bayering to HD-SDI conversion. For
our analysis, we will be analyzing the frames in their native resolution but will
present all comparison video for screenings delivery as standard HD format.
The Bayer data is recorded in its raw original quality in DPX frame wrappers
and will be transferred to a MacBook Pro.
The Sony NEX-FS700 is capable of 4K (4096 x 2160) pixel resolution RAW
output. However, in order to obtain the uncompressed deliverable, the AXS-R5
memory recorder and HXR-IFR5 interface are needed. The NEX-FS700 will
output a 4K RAW bitstream via a single 3G-SDI able to the HXR-IFR5 interface, which in tune docks with the AXS-R5 recorder, comprising the AXSM
Access Memory System. The RAW files capture linear light as 16-bit RAW
with a 12-bit payload. As stated earlier, the NEX-FS700 is also capable of 2K
(2048 x 1080 by Sony standards) RAW data output at frame rates reaching 240
frames per second using the Sony attachments. Both the 4K and 2K data will
undergo the same workflow conditions.
When attached to the HXR-IFR5 interface, the AXS-R5 recorder can act as a
stand-alone monitoring unit through the onboard HD-SDI 10-bit 4:2:2 output.
Once the data is recorded to the AXS-512S24 512GB memory card, which has
a write speed of up to 2.4 Gbps, the imagery will be transferred to a MacBook
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Pro using the SONY AXS-CR1 USB 3.0 card reader. Either operating system
will require the download of the AXSM drive utility provided by Sony, which
allows proper connection to the AXS-CR1 card reader. The data is recorded in
its raw original quality contained within an MXF format container file.
Since the DPX files output by the S.two DFR2K recorder are not standard DPX
files that are compatible with most color correction software, the ARRIRAW
Converter (ARC) software will be need to be used, which is available for free
download. ARC offers all of the control that is needed to manipulate the image
metadata, thus it will be used for color grading and gamma correction. When
ARRIRAW data is processed for post-production, the output will be a Log C
image to retain as much information as possible. Since Log C images look flat
with desaturated colors, the footage will need to be converted into Rec. 709
video color space before any analysis is done. ARRI offers an online 3D LookUp Table (LUT) generator, which will aid in the image conversion as well.
Resolve is compatible with DPX files, but cannot read MXF files natively.
Like ARRI, Sony also offers various reference look profiles when converting
the FS700RAW data, yet they are inherent within the Sony RAW Viewer application. Luckily, the viewer is available for free download. The four offered
Sony look profiles LC-709, LC-709TypeA, SLog2-709, and Cine+709 will be
examined separately to see which one compares most favorably to the ARRIRAW Rec. 709 look profile. Once one of the profiles has been baked in into
the output files, we will export them from the Sony RAW Viewer as DPX files
in order to color grade in Speedgrade. As well as before, the final video format
will be converted to REC.709 for comparison.
Once the corrected sequences are examined and analyzed, the DPX files will
need to be converted to a more appropriate format so that they can be edited
for the groups video presentation. The DPX image sequences will be imported
into QuickTime and converted to Apple ProRes 422 (HQ) sequences. As for the
predicted post-production schedule, we as a group plan on allocating ourselves
up to one week for transcoding of all files and color and gamma correction,
one week for image analysis, one week for ADR, and one week for editing for
the final video presentation, which will include image analysis, B-roll, and final
graded footage.
A very significant note needs to be made in regards to the storage and computational horsepower required for a project of this magnitude. Since this is
a shootout produced with the indie filmmaker or sofa thesis shooter in mind,
several points are critical because they offer information that can make or break
a production.
First and foremost, processing the myriad of steps that are required to take
footage from RAW to a polished, color accurate REC.709 format is exhausting and multi-platform. Using a fleet of Apple MacPro’s, MacBook Pro’s and
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several rack server units, processing took almost 6 days in its entirety to take
the footage from RAW DPX and MXF to editable Quicktime files. This constituted taking Arri DPX files, copying, grinding into ARI files, initial grade
baking, copying, final grading and exporting. The steps for 4K RAW were even
more cumbersome. If any student were to undertake this process on a singular
system, it would be an absolute requirement that they be working with only
the newest, most efficient processing technology. Any central processing that
is slower than that of a quad core processor is crippling given the level and
complexity of the processing algorithms necessary. When necessary, a small,
additional farm of XFX Radeon GPU units were harnessed to expedite necessary renders. Another matter is the storage and bandwidth required for these
operations, which segways in to the next point:
A fully RAW workflow takes an incredible amount of space. For this shootout,
the combination of D21, B-Roll, FS700HD and FS7004K footage totaled almost 500gb in its raw, unprocessed and unedited states. Over the course of the
shootout, this expanded in a multiplicative fashion, with the final project occupying almost 2.5TB’s. This excludes edit caches, production renders, effects,
compositing assets and graphics. This production would have been an impossibility without the speed, low latency, and robust nature of the RIT intranet.
All assets for the shootout were served and stored from a series of Dell Poweredge Blade servers, which guaranteed around the clock uptime and the fastest
possible access speeds. Utilizing quad-band ethernet NIC’s, each unit was responsible for hosting a portion of the shootout, as well as serving as I/O pools
and render dumps. The speeds attained by this setup exceed those of USB and
Firewire and allowed our team to maintain the most efficient workflow possible.
Since several members comprised our shootout team, each member had a specific set of logins that allowed them to work dynamically at all hours of the day,
with no fear of performance slag in mind. In addition to this, a separate server,
aptly named The Logcat, was converted to use as a separate asset server, much
like the common consumer service, Dropbox. This allowed all editing and ARC
and S2View project files to stay in sync which is an absolute necessity given the
significant footprint of each batch process. Had our group had access to fiber
connections, it would have certainly sped up some processes but it is rare that
any student or independent filmmaker have access to these assets so modern
ethernet routing was considered to be satisfactory.

5

Analysis

Comparing two imaging systems is a concrete blend of both qualitative and
quantitative image analysis based on objective numerical results and subjective
visual opinions. In order to garner the most accurate results, a wide variety of
tests were conducted with both imaging systems that were designed to test each
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system and reveal its imaging strengths and critical weaknesses. It is important
to note that the result of two batches of tests will be discussed below: those
of the paramount SoFA image test between the ARRI D-21 operating in RAW
mode against the Sony NEX-FS700 in HD Video mode. Both of these setups
reflect the highest quality each system can deliver ”straight from the cage” to
student filmmakers at RIT. Second, a comparison of the FS700 in HD Video
mode and the FS700 in 4K RAW mode will be made in order to represent the
differences in the system and provide feedback regarding the value of upgrading
the system via its external recording hardware. In each comparison, several key
image tests will be conducted highlighting features such as:
• System MTF
• Dynamic Range
• System Aliasing
• Noise
• Image Fidelity for Compositing
• Ease of Color Correction
Since the FS700 also boasts some other less common features, our team decided,
in the pursuit of a comprehensive analysis, to test the ability of the FS700 to
shoot video at high frame rates. This footage will not be compared to another
camera, but rather will just be analyzed with the intent to expose major artifacts or other undesirable elements of the image that would be uncommon in
video generated by the FS700 at the same resolution but with a more conventional frame rate.
In each test, the cameras were setup in identical installations - no changes were
made to the scene between camera shoots and all shoots done on different days
were re-shot with both cameras to procure the most accurate and similar results.
Each camera was also fitted with identical lenses, utilizing the same aperture
stop. ISO was made to be as close to the same between the systems, although
a slight error was made on the first day of shooting. Under advisement from
our professor, the Sony FS700 was modified from its base ISO of 500 down to
250 via the installation of a 0.3 ND filter. Initially, it was believed that this
would equalize the cameras since we chose to operate the D-21 at an ISO of
200 as well. In each of our tests, the minor difference in ISO’s was chosen to be
ignored since the difference is more or less negligible on set. It is, however, wise
to consider this difference at times, when deviations between scenes is miniscule.

5.1

Comparative Test Differences

As was mentioned above, there will be two different sets of comparisons conducted. The first of these will be an ARRI D-21 ARRIRAW vs FS700 HD
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Video comparison. This particular setup was conceived with the intention of
highlighting the highest quality options an RIT student in the School of Film
and Animation. Thus, this entails a full RAW workflow with the Arri D-21
and a typical video workflow with the FS700. Each image comparison will be
between the final REC.709 processed image from each camera as the absolute
end of each workflow.
Following this, a full Sony comparison will be analyzed. This will entail a full
end of line comparison between the FS700 4K RAW imagery and the FS700 HD
Video images. This second scenario will only be present in a few of the tests, as
noted above, and will be clearly marked within each section if this comparison
is being analyzed.
5.1.1

Dynamic Range

One of the most important considerations when choosing a camera is knowing
its limits in terms of dynamic range. Crushing shadows and clipping highlights
can cause you to lose valuable information in your image. In order to test the
dynamic range of our cameras, a scene lit to the extremes was engineered. While
no realistic set would ever be illuminated in such a manner, this provided our
team with an image inclusive of a wide range of exposures.

Generic Dynamic Range Setup at Normal
The white coffee cup lid on the table, which was far too hot for the B roll camera
to capture properly, measures 9 stops above normal exposure, while the talent
underneath the table measures 6.1 stops under, giving us a scene with an exposure latitude of 15.1 stops. The actress at her second position, directly between
the dark and bright halves of the image, represents our normal exposure.
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Dynamic Range Scene as Rendered by ARRI D-21
Here is the footage from the D-21 at normal exposure. As you can clearly see,
or better yet, not see, the actress underneath the table to the left of the frame is
completely indistinguishable from the rest of the shadows. Some LCD monitors
apply a large gamma boost to displayed images, which would desaturate the
shadows, possibly allowing the talent to be visible. However, on a high-end display calibrated to Rec. 709 standards, such as the one used for visual analysis,
most of the left of the half of the scene is crushed.
On the other extreme, much of the D-21 retains highlight detail very well.
Although the metal case, stuffed animal, and coffee cup lid have completely
clipped, the checker pattern on the chessboard can still be detected, especially
on the left side of the board where a majority of the light is concentrated.

D-21 Renders Highlights Well at Extreme Exposures
While the D-21 is triumphs in highlight detail, the FS700 surpasses its opponent
with shadow detail. It is critical to note that while the FS700 similarly discards
much of the information in the dark region, the gray chair is almost entirely
visible, and the edge detail on the papers of the studio door is retained. The
metal bar on the wild wall is also more distinguishable than in the D-21s footage.
Lastly, we can more easily see our actress face at her second and third positions.
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FS700 Dynamic Range Latitude
The FS700 does not perform as well in the highlights, though. Where we could
see a clear checkered pattern in the chessboard from the D-21 image, a lot of the
pattern is now lost due to clipping. The specular highlights in the metal case
and stuffed animal are more blown out than in the previous image, and even
the bright spots on the back wall and wood molding surrounding the window
are harsher and more intense.
To better examine the loss of shadow detail in both cameras, we evaluated another scene consisting of prominently dark regions. In the footage from the D-21
at normal exposure, the Macbeth chart in the background is barely visible. A
few speculars from the C-stands can also be seen, but once again, a good deal of
the information is lost. However, the footage from the FS700 presents a many
more discernible patches on the chart, as well as reveals a sweater and picture
frame nearby. The entirety of the whiskey bottles label is also retained.

ARRI vs FS700 Dynamic Range in Dark Records
Overall, it was determined that the Arri D-21 granted and delivered significantly
better visual dynamic range in both scenes, regardless of the intrinsic noise it
delivered in dark records of the image. It’s ability to better render midtones and
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reach into the extremely over-exposed records of an image and still deliver some
image detail was much more developed than that of the midtone/high exposure
regions of the FS700’s shots. Further in the document, a quantitative analysis
of both system’s dynamic range as a function of exposure latitude in stops will
be presented, due to usage of the OECF bracketed exposure method.
5.1.2

Scene Noise

Since both the D-21 and FS700 have electronic sensors, noise will be inherent in
the images produced. Noise produced in digital images is an effect of long shutter speeds, gain, and well size to achieve correct exposure in low-light situations.
This scene was shot fairly simply, with lighting catered to that of another team’s
specification and then adjusted to match our camera exposure specifications.

Signal

=

√Signal
Signal

Signal-to-noise ratio is defined at the ratio between a signal and the square
root of that signal. By this relation, as the signal increases, higher code values
are recorded, and the noise becomes less noticeable. Inspection of the previous
scene was chosen since the dominating shadow areas are represented by lower
code values.
In pursuit of the most accurate readings, it was determined to evaluate the
noise performance of each camera under normal, underexposed, and overexposed
lighting conditions. The scene presented here is a side by side comparison of
the D21 and the FS700 (in HD mode) at three different exposures.

ARRI vs FS700 Scene Noise at Normal Exposure
Looking at the images at a one stop underexposure, we can see that there is
slightly more noise present in the D-21 than in the FS700. As the image is
exposed to normal, the D-21 still exhibits a degree of noise while the FS700
manages to produce little to no noise. //
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ARRI vs FS700 Scene Noise at Under Exposure
Boosting the exposure by one stop, the D-21 still displays some slight noise in
the shadow detail as well as the on the gray card. The FS700 shows very little
noise at this exposure just like in the normal condition.

ARRI vs FS700 Scene Noise at Over Exposure
Overall, in the visual noise scene tests, it was discerned that the FS700 was
clearly a less noisy system even given the D-21’s engineering advantage. It was
postulated that the result of the test was driven by the significantly new release
of the FS700 which would, of course, incorporate noise reduction research and
engineering conducted by Sony in the past years.
5.1.3

Compositing Tests

To test each cameras ability to produce an image that would ultimately provide
a good key, each camera recorded a scene consisting of common compositing
roadblocks such as soft focus, reflective spill, color spill, high frequency elements, and moving elements.
As the compositor for this project, Carly chose to do all of her work in Adobe
After Effects CS6, as that was what she is most familiar with. She will be
representing the average amateur compositor found in RITs School of Film and
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Animation. Analysis is based on the ease in which she was able to composite
the shot, as well as any artifacting or discrepancies that were apparent upon
final observation.
The compositing procedure for the FS700 was fairly straightforward. Pulling
a key from the green screen was a one click process. The matte that resulted
was easy to refine and clean up before being applied to the image. The green
reflection on the table offered a bit of a problem, as did the green reflective
spill along the C-stand arm. However, a few quick masks and the application
of various settings took care of it right away.
As to be expected, areas of high frequency resulted in artifacting. This can be
seen most between spikes of the purple mohawk, the brush and comb bristles,
and the dogs hair. When the image is out of focus, the off-color outlines around
the objects become more obvious. When in focus, this artifact is still prominent,
especially around the pink dog and duck bill. In areas of movement, such as the
blowing pom pom, the key fails to discern between the object and background
with the preciseness we desire. This is due to the high reflective qualities of the
material, the thickness of the object at certain times, and motion blur. Given
more time (and possibly a better lighting set up on set), it would have been
possible to refine the matte further and produce a usable image.
The D-21 was a little more difficult to key. As seen in the initial key pulled, the
noise pattern of the footage is going to pose an issue for the future of the shot.
It is as this point that I would normally apply a noise reduction filter, but with
the Remove Grain effects tendency to blur areas of high frequency, such as in
the fur of our dog, and also the fact that After Effects does not include an easy
or time efficient way to reduce noise, Carly decided to work only with what was
readily available instead of using a third-party plugin. She was able to refine
the matte fairly well, though required to settle for a matte between the two to
reduce artifacting in the final image. Spill was taken care of in the same way
it was dealt with for the footage from the FS700. The difficulty came in the
further refinements of the image.
Notice the difference in artifacting between the two cameras. While the D21 footage was more difficult and time consuming to deal with, the resulting
composite image is significantly more believable. Ignoring the obvious color differences between each composite, focus on the pom pom blowing in the wind.
While there are still a few issues when the plastic strands turn sideways, the
footage from the D-21 was able to preserve the detail without artifacting. The
out of focus halo and flickering mask produced by the FS700 are dead composite giveaways, while the D-21 was successful in providing enough information
to produce a believable composite. The halo around the high frequency comb
bristles, dog hair, and duck mohawk are also reduced in the D-21 composite,
and the hard lines of the C-stand and desk preserved.
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Because of the quality of the final image, it would not be unrealistic to say
that the D-21 footage is preferable to FS700 footage for compositing. While
both are good options, and will certainly give the filmmaker what is needed to
get a usable key, the D-21 simply showed better results. With the addition of a
reduced noise filter, the D-21 will outshine the FS700 in most green screen shots.

5.1.4

System MTF

This test refers to the statistical analysis of an imaging system’s ability to record
and represent the MTF of a scene in an accurate manner. Hunt defines the MTF
of an imaging system to be ”The ratio of the contrast in an image to the contrast
of the object in the real scene (in linear photometric terms) as determined at
various frequencies and negating non-unity transfer characteristics.”
This is best tested by exposing an ISO 12233 test chart under universal lighting
and then framing the camera to fit the most accurate frame marks based on the
aspect ratio of the sensor+lens combination. In post production, a single frame
of the image can be extracted and analyzed with code in MathWorks MATLAB
provided under GPL by Ricardo Figueroa. Below is a figure illustrating the
exposure and setup for the ISO chart:

Standard ISO 12233 Chart
When each camera images the chart, the MTF accuracy of the system will be
apparent along the slant edge portions of the chart as their ability to recognize
and render frequencies begins to fail. After analysis in Matlab, there can be a
complex comparison based on their MTF plots.
An ideal MTF curve is one that stays as flat, maintaining a constant linear
slope nearest to 1.0 for as long as possible as values in modulation increase in
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the x-axis. The more falloff there is (eg. the steeper the slope), the poorer the
ability of the system to infer and sense modulation as a function of frequency).

MTF Response of the FS700 in HD Video Mode

MTF Response of the D-21 in ARRIRAW Mode
Here, the MTF of both systems is very, very similar. Both lines have very similar slopes, modeling slopes reminiscent of that of an ideal curve. The D-21 does
manage to maintain a slightly better slope reading, especially as values on the
X-axis increases after the 0.4 marker. This is most likely likely due to the superior camera optics and engineering of the D-21. Both cameras used the same
50mm Zeiss Compact Prime 2 lens so any MTF failures as a result of failures
in the lens are carried across both systems.
After inspection, filters attached to the lens were not considered to be a major
factor of causing MTF since their impact is so minute compared to major fac40

tors like the stacked glass arrays of Prime optics and the cameras sensor system.
NOTE FROM THE PROGRAMMER Due to some minor incidences regarding poor naming conventions and chronic sleeplessness, the file name at
the top of each graph may be incorrect. Please direct your attention for plot
reference to the information captioned below each MTF plot.
The 4K tests also revealed interesting information regarding the system MTF.
Our team was unsure of the implications of using the full potential of the Sony
FS700’s 4K RAW mode on MTF but the differences weren’t as significant as
one would think.

MTF Response of the D-21 in ARRIRAW Mode
Comparing the MTF response of the 4K Sony to the original HD video signal
yields interesting information. It appears that the MTF actually improves, and
by no small margin, either. Our team postulates that this is due to the lack
of sampling required by the Son’y sensor in 4K mode. By consequence, this
means that additional modulation information is not lost when the image is
scaled down from 4K to standard 1080p.

6

System Aliasing

Another Key aspect to camera characterization is the sharpness of that camera.
When interpreting sharpness it is important that you take into account all surface and processing associated with the camera system. There are several image
degradation problems that can arise in system due to the natural imperfections
that influence any camera. A significant artifact used to measure the quality
of camera is how much aliasing is present in the recorded image. Aliasing in
imaging can be defined as the improper or apparent blending of between two
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different signals in that image, usually found in higher frequency records.

Aliasing Comparison between Ari D-21 and Sony FS-700 (Close-Up)
If we first look at the side by side comparison of the D21 and FS700 shot in HD
mode, capturing the ISO twelve two thirty three chart, you can see an example
of spatial aliasing. Draw your attention to the repeated black and white stripe
pattern at the bottom of each chart. Note the two varying signals, a black stripe
and a white stripe. If we take a closer look you can see that as the frequency
in stripes increases and size decreases, the ability to distinguish the black stripe
from the white stripe becomes nearly impossible. The stripes become so small
that their individual shape becomes perceptually meshed into what would appear as a grey patch.
The greater the frequency of this spatial aliasing, the worse the overall clarity
will be. Comparing the D21 to the FS700 you can see that this signal degradation occurs sooner for the FS700 than for the D21. As you travel along the
number scale above the stripe sequence you can see that at around the number
5 the FS700 begin to exhibit some frequency confusion whereas the D21 shows
this fall off at around the number 7.
The kind of aliasing that you are perceiving in these striped arrays are referred
to as moire patterns, which not only have to do with the optics of the lens system
of the camera, but the resolution size as well. This aliasing phenomenon can
be distracting and could potentially ruin the overall aesthetic intent of any shot.
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Aliasing Comparison between FS700HD and FS700 4K (Close-Up)
Comparing the FS700 HD to 4K resolution, we can see that muddying present
in the bottom stripe sequence begins to show up much sooner in the 4K image. However, upon closer review the lack of high frequency detail and image
degradation is much more severe in HD mode. Even though it appears that
the 4K image falls off much sooner in the striped pattern the cameras ability
to perceive individual striped oscillations at higher frequencies is retained much
longer. You should also see that the moire pattern discernible in the HD image
is not present in the 4K render.

7

OECF Dynamic Range

While tests were done to investigate the visual fidelity of each camera’s dynamic
range claims, a quantitative answer was reached as well. This approach required
the use of an OECF chart that was properly exposed. The chart was then shot
by both cameras with bracketed exposure. Converting the absolute radiometric exposure collected from the chart allows a clearly defined value of exposure
stops to be extracted from the chart.

Bracketed Exposure of OECF Frames
Writing and implementing code to automatically detect patches on the oecf
chart and then extract their radiometric values was vital to gathering the correct information for this portion of the analysis relating to OECF exposure.
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Thanks to a hybrid fusion of code written by Glenn Sweeney and adaptation
and implementation by the team programmer, Jordan Westhoff; consistent accurate values were able to be extracted and stored for analysis use.

Matlab Runtime Extracting Patch Information from an OECF Frame
While it was simple to extract values from each cameras visual rendering of the
OECF chart at its various exposures, some conversions were required to ensure
that the information being used would be accurate and acceptable for use. In
order to measure the scene in respect to stops of log exposure, the linear radiometric values previously collected needs to be converted by method of a simple
equation.

Exposure
Exposure
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π
4

(stops)

=

·



1
f#




·L

log(Exposure)

This conversion allows the code values that are extracted from each cameras
OECF charts to be concretely plotted against a stop record; this is how the
concrete dynamic range of each camera will be calculated. When plotting the
values the code generates, a tone curve can be generated and plotted which
offers for an objective analysis to be reached by observers as to each cameras
strengths and weaknesses in tone reproduction of a wide dynamic range scene.
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Tone Range Curve for the Arri D-21
The D-21 displays a very natural curve for dynamic range, with a smooth progression from the shadows into the midtone region. This slope continues gently
into the highlight region where it tapers off into a flat line in the extremely
bright regions of the OECF patches. This is in part due to the format recorded
- ARRIRAW is raw radiometric information being collected off of the sensor
and then processed later, no image information is thrown away at a camera
level. Additionally, the ARRI captures information at a 12bit level, 10 bits are
preserved in recording. This gives significantly more room at the quantization
stage since data can be recorded in significantly smaller, more accurate steps
within the image.

FS700 and D21 Tone Curves Plotted
The tone curve of the FS700 is now superimposed on a plot with the D21,
which is represented as the dashed lines. The FS700 doesn’t perform quite so
well, exhibiting less graceful transitions from shadows into the midtone region.
This leads into a significantly steeper slope which clips much sooner than that
of the D-21. Observing, the slope of the line exhibits the decreased handling
of extreme dynamic range since both the toe and shoulder of the curve are
much more compact. As a result of this, the blacks in the FS700 image crush
sooner and the whites clip sooner. This is to be expected since the FS700 shoots
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REC.709 video which, by nature, has intrinsically less exposure latitude. This
can be seen in the very hard point at which the values clip, which is almost 2
stops sooner than that of the D-21.
It is important, for the sake of transparent accuracy, that a small detail be
brought to light. Previously in the shootout, it was made known that a small
differential of ISO was present. This was due to a minor error conducted when
applying ND filters to the FS700 in order to match ISO’s with that of the D-21.
This differential produces a small portion of the minor lateral displacement of
two collections of lines which can cause some confusion. This displacement has
been taken into account in our readings but at first glance can make the two
ranges significantly different; this is not the case.

Violent Clipping as a Function of Change in Slope
Overall, the FS700 properly renders approximately 10 stops of dynamic range
which is also seen by major camera shootout tests conducted by companies like
AbelCine. The D-21, given its RAW advantage, captures just over 11 stops
reliably in our tests. This sits parallel with ARRI’s marketing claims, for they
too claim that the Arri D-21 can comfortably handle 11 stops of dynamic range.
This matches ARRI’s own marketing claims which is impressive and unexpected
given the typical marketing MO of cinema companies.
The D-21 was the champion overall, rendering midtones and highlights significantly better than the FS700, although it rendered shadows with intense noise
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presence. Unfortunately, we were not able to use the FS700 4K raw mode for
this particular experiment, but Sony claims that it can reach up to 13 stops of
latitude.

8

Color Reproduction

Color reproduction is one of the most important functions in a camera system,
it is also one of the most sought after features that determines how camera and
film staff and executives choose the systems that they employ for use. Cameras
that desaturate and have poor color reproduction from the start are likely to
be poorly reviewed and rarely chosen as opposed to those that deliver color
information accurately and with high fidelity to cinematographers.
There are a couple important notes to make regarding how color was handled
in these experiments, most notably between the D21 and the FS700 HD Video
mode tests. As was the premise of the comparisons, both cameras will be shot
using their most high fidelity stock settings. This dictates that we will shoot
ARRIRAW with the Arri D-21 and standard REC.709 Video spec with the
FS700. While Sony does offer some other video modes, it was elected to stick
with what an RIT SoFA student would likely implement for practicality of scenario.

Log-C vs REC.709 Color Encoding (Courtesy, ARRI)
Under this premise, the D-21 will shoot ARRIRAW, then be color corrected in
post via Log-C to what would be considered the ideal REC.709 grading. The
Sony FS700 will not be graded significantly, only to reach a common ground
with the D-21 based on grey card tone analysis and ease of inter-cutting based
on the colorists discretion. Since color is often very strongly subjective in nature, all of the grading will be handled by Jordan Westhoff, with subjective
analysis by the rest of the group.
Adobe Speedgrade was chosen to be the default color corrector in this particular scenario given. This was given due to two different specific factors - speed
and familiarity. While I was familiar with both major color correction software
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packages that students have access to at the RIT SoFA, I chose Speedgrade
because of the obvious workflow implementations. The team chose to edit and
do graphics with Premiere Pro and AfterEffects which are both Adobe Creative
Suite products. Since Speedgrade implements a very efficient tool - the dynamic
link architecture - into its software, it was very little trouble to conclude that
Speedgrade would be the most efficient tool for our needs.

Adobe SpeedGrade CS6 Color Correction Software
In addition to the performance gains, Speedgrade is my personal favorite for
its combination of power, looks, robust LUT and custom-LUT support, among
a myriad of other factors. Featuring very concrete support for SoFA’s WAVE
color correction board, Intuous tablets and other tools made color correction
very fast and achieving accurate, highly desirable looks far from difficult.
That being said, the original grey cards shot in the lineup skin tone scene and
the noise scene were tone graded to a look that sought to represent both scenes
equally while making the scenes very simple to intercut. This inter-cut facet
of the color correction is very important because very few films use only one
camera for one hundred percent of their coverage. If two different cameras are
used and are exceedingly difficult to inter-cut, additional time and resources is
poured into intense grading and modifications just to make the clips editable.
In all of our scenarios, it was not difficult to color grade within an acceptable
standard. Unlike the compositing scenes, no arbitrary time limit was set for
these grading sessions. This was a reflection of the budget of time and resources
that is devoted to color correction both on film and student film post-production
sets. Color correction is often the final stage that a film undergoes visually before being completely finished so it is integral that everything is looking at its
best.
In order to preserver color fidelity, once both images reached acceptable visual
states that allowed them to be comfortable inter-cut, the look was saved to
SpeedGrade’s internal Looks bin, which allows for the same settings to be used
in all future tests. This ensure that not every look is executed and engineered
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by eye, but rather that they are all the same. All color grading was done on the
calibrated color correction work station in the MPS Digital Post Production
Lab, all looks were saved from this location. This was a particular boost to
efficiency because it allowed looks to be applied elsewhere with no concern as
to final color ramifications .
One characteristic of film that has made experienced cinematographers wary of
switching to digital is its ability to reproduce accurate and pleasing colors. Since
the D-21 at the time of its release boasted color characteristics comparable to
film, we decided to put it to the test.
The team began by inspecting the reproduction of a Macbeth ColorChecker
chart, a tool valued by many cinematographers on set to assist with proper
color correction. Here the native color characteristics are compared between
the D-21 and FS700s. Looking first at the D-21, we can see that there is close
to true color performance. Colors of the individual patches resemble the Macbeth chart more accurately. One thing to note however is that the yellows
appear more desaturated and not very punchy like the the reds and greens.

Arri D-21 vs FS700 HD MacBeth Color Reproduction
The FS700 on the other hand appears to give more of a yellow bias to the overall colors in the image, and there is a noticeable saturation in the true yellow
patches as well. There is also some noticeable flare in the lower right quadrant
of the Macbeth chart, which could perhaps be causing the desaturation of those
patches.
To further test a more practical implication of color reproduction, we devised
a scene in order to examine the most important aspect of color accuracy skin
tones. To ensure that the images from both cameras were graded as close to
each other as possible, we again used the downscaled ARRIRAW Rec. 709 profile as our baseline. We also had the talent hold memory color items so that we
could pinpoint which tones were being represented correctly.
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The results coincide with our previous analysis, most notably in the yellow
hues. Every skin tone in the D-21 lineup appears slightly redder than the lineup
recorded with the FS700. The increase in red saturation is also apparent in the
Campbells soup can, giving it a more vibrant appearance, the RIT logo on the
sweatshirt, the actress red hair, and of course, the orange. On the contrary,
there is more yellow present in the FS700 footage, not only in the lighter skin
tones, but also notably in the takeout box and green shirt. The FS700 image
also appears to have slightly more contrast.

FS700 4K RAW vs FS700 HD MacBeth Color Reproduction
Here, we are comparing the color reproduction of the FS700s HD and RAW
modes. Although we had already established that the FS700 HD footage has
more pop in the yellows when compared to the D-21, the raw footage provides
additional saturation in the yellow tones. Likewise, the red and blue patches in
the RAW image also contain more vibrancy.
As we saw in the comparison between the D-21 and FS700 HD skin tone scenes,
we concluded that the FS700 was lacking intensity in the greens due to the surplus of yellow present. Compared to the graded HD footage, the graded RAW
footage appears even more desaturated in the green patch, as well as in the
bluish green patch in the upper right corner of the chart.
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FS700 4K RAW vs FS700 HD MacBeth Color Reproduction
Pictured here is a scene of the FS700 in 4K raw mode exhibiting its accuracy
of memory colors. As the shot pans, take note of the Cheetos bag and the
umbrella to its right. The Cheetos bag seems to produce reds and oranges that
are slightly more saturated than normal while the umbrella appears to exhibit
a more saturated orange as well. What is more interesting is that in the same
scene, the yellows on the goldfish bag appear to be a bit desaturated. Aside
from issues presented by the yellows and reds, the other colors appear to be
represented quite uniformly and naturally.

9

Grey Card Noise

While noise was gathered on a perceptual visible scale earlier in the testing
phase, it was also necessary to determine a quantitative value for noise as well.
This was left to David Villareal, who stepped up to the task to use Matlab as
a tool to make a concrete analysis of the noise present in the D21 and FS700
imagery. The following remarks are David’s conclusions from an analytical perspective based on what he saw in the tests
In order to generate values for noise, some programming was required and Matlab was chosen as the tool. A function was generated to handle this task, first
scaling the images down until it encompassed only the grey area of the image.
From this, David chose to select a uniform section of the plot in a predefined
area - this allowed common ground to be found in each image, regardless of the
camera, framing or exposure reading of each. This allows synchronous data to
be extracted for processing from each frame.
Finding the actual noise of the scene refers to the processing of finding the standard deviation of values from the normal in each channel - often times, just the
green channel is used in light of its dominance of human perception. This noise
is then squared to remove uncertainty and generate a value for the entire grey
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card. These values can then be plotted and be analyzed:

Noise Present in Each Camera (norm)
From the graph in figure, it is evident that the FS700 shows considerably less
noise across the entire exposure range as opposed to the D21 which has a greater
deviation above values of standard deviation values of 5. Overall these results
are comparable to what is perceived psychovisually with each exposure of the
greycard. What is noticeably different is that as exposure increases there is
slightly more noise present in the images.
Perceptually this result would appear to be wrong, because less noise is detected by human vision at higher exposures, the slight increase in noise among
the cameras is actually correct. In fact as exposure is increased the amount of
photons capable of being absorbed increases as well which increases the amount
of shot noise present in those images. Thus, higher exposures yield a greater
persistence of noise, it’s just not perceived as a phenomenon of human vision.
David’s analysis is interesting given the findings in the apparent visual noise test
conducted above. This information is particularly interesting to note because,
while the values of noise are significant here, noise in the digital realm is just an
unsavory artifact to the vast majority of filmmakers. In this case, visual studies
should be taken with more weight since noise apparent to human vision will be
most important in overall image quality.
Much like the visual testing though, information seen was very congruent with
some of the visual tests, especially the D-21’s noise pattern. The D-21, even
after its onboard signal processing upgrade from the D-20 is still an significantly
noisier system. This is most apparent at and below normal exposures. While it
does recover in the highlights, noise in lower exposure records is almost crippling
which has led to difficulty in some other shots, most notably compositing as was
presented by Carly earlier in the document.
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9.1

Skin Tones for Compositing

While it was shot and recorded, our team decided to pass on following through
with the scene involving skin tones and compositing. Given the time that the
team had to work with, it was determined that the test was duplicative in
respect to a variety of different scene tests; compositing and spill were already
handled by the dedicated compositing scene and skin tones with the dedicated
skin tone and color reproduction scene.

10

Analysis Conclusion
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Additional Information

11.1

About the Team

11.1.1

Carly Cerquone

Carly Cerquone is a third year Motion Picture Science student studying at RIT.
Carly operated as our production specialist on set, masterminding the teams
lighting, blocking, and on set procedures. Additionally, she served as the team
compositor given her experience with Cantina Creative. She also assisted with
the Sony FS700 on set given her experience TA’ing with similar cameras at
RIT’s SoFA. Carly also serves as a supporting author to this document.
11.1.2

David Villareal

David Villareal is graduating this year with his degree in Motion Picture Science. He served as the other member of our FS700 team within team RAW
& Order. David worked as our noise operative, as well as editing a significant
portion of the video the team screened at RIT SoFA screenings. David also
serves as a supporting author to this document.

11.1.3

Matt Bernstein

Matt Bernstein was the lead wrangler and operative of the Arri D-21 on the
teams set. Matt is a third year Motion Picture Science major at RIT and
spearheaded the majority of the linear editing as well as the team’s iconic introductory Logo design. Matt also serves as a supporting author to this document.

11.1.4

Jordan Westhoff

Jordan Westhoff is also a third year Motion Picture Science major and assisted
with the D-21 on set while managing the DIT and recording process for the
Arri. Jordan assisted with graphics work and rendering for the teams screening
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video as well.
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